ABSTRACT. This paper studies the problem posed by Conner and Floyd of finding which cobordism classes are represented by the total space of a fibering with prescribed base or fiber.
Introduction.
The purpose of this note is to study the notion of fibering within a cobordism class introduced by Conner and Floyd [41. These questions have also been studied by Conner [3] , Burdick [2] , and R. L. W. Brown [l] , and to a certain extent this paper will provide some uniformity to their results.
Being given a cobordism class a e ÏI , the unoriented cobordism group, one says that a fibers over N" with fiber of N (see [7] ), to cobord this to a map of the connected sum S" # N , which is just N , into S". This gives Corollary 2.2. // a £ ft is fibered over Sn and (N )" is any bounding nmanifold, then a fibers over (/V )".
For any manifold Qq of dimension q < n, there is a bounding manifold of dimension n, Qq Note. For Qq = S1 this is Burdick's theorem (1.2). Charles Giffen once pointed out to me that Burdick's result followed by constructing a cobordism of S1 x Sn_1 to S" which retracts onto S" and pulling back the fibering, just as was done here. Proof. RPiX © 1_) is the quotient of S" x S1, i((xj, • • • , x .), iyv y2)) £ R"+ x R2 \ \\x\\ = \\y || = 11, obtained by identifying ix, (y , y2)) and (-x, (-yt, y2))
to get the sphere bundle SÍX © 1_) and identifying (x, (y^, y2)) and (x, i-y,,-yA)
to get the projective space bundle. The sets i(x, (y^, y2))\ \y^\ < lA\ and i(x, (y., y2))| |y2| < y2\ split RPiX © 1_) into two copies of the disc bundle D(X) joined ; . ,-ydi.+ Da?**-1* Yic + a.)»*"-1 Note. This is Corollary (5.5) of [4] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use if there is an indecomposable 6 manifold fibered over (5 ) (which must be in the class of RP(1, 1, 0, 0, 0) + RP(l, 1, 0).RP(2)). Using the notation of Lemma 3.4, the Stiefel-Whitney class of RPiv © 1_) is
